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ABSTRACT

Performance of parallel workload is heavily in�uenced by how
its own characteristics match the systems Experimental ap�
proaches are particularly suitable� although di�cult� for study�
ing the behavior of the programs The raw data collected by
monitoring tools on real systems need to be processed for ob�
taining meaningful and easy
to
interpret information usable in
identifying sources of poor performance MEDEA �MEasure�
ments Description� Evaluation and Analysis� is a software tool
which meets such objectives It has been designed as the nat�
ural extension of monitors in that it is typically used in strict
conjunction with them Various statistical and numerical tech�
niques are applied to the collected data for deriving compact
descriptions of the load� ie� models� able to capture and repro�
duce its behavior Visualization facilities are an integral part of
our tool As applications of MEDEA� a kernel and two real life
programs �ie� climate modelling and turbulent �ow� running in
di�erent environments are analyzed Hints about possible code
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optimizations� most suitable communication policies and data
distributions are also discussed
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tical Techniques� Performance Analysis� Tuning� Performance Debugging
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The performance that can be obtained on parallel systems is strictly depen�

dent on the match between workload and system characteristics Because of

these dependencies� experimental approaches are required Measurements

collected at run
time by monitoring tools have to be processed for selecting

the most signi�cant information able to capture the behavior of the work�

load and to explain its performance Systematic approaches for the analysis

of this large amount of raw data have to be applied

MEDEA �MEasurements Description� Evaluation and Analysis� is a soft�

ware tool designed for deriving compact representations of the workload�

ie� models� able to capture and to reproduce its most relevant character�

istics These models are obtained by applying various types of statistical�

numerical and visualization techniques provided in such an integrated and

friendly environment Facilities for the automatic pre
processing of the mea�

surements collected on a variety of parallel environments are also part of the

tool

The outcomes of MEDEA represent an important support for studies dealing

with tuning� performance debugging� benchmarking and testing of alterna�

tive hardware and software system con�gurations

As application examples of our tool� a kernel� using the Jacobi relaxation

method� and two real life programs� that is� a climate model and a turbulent

�ow model of stellar plasma� have been analyzed Such studies have been

carried out with di�erent objectives The in�uence on the performance of

two di�erent data distribution policies adopted by parallelizing compilers

has been tested on the Jacobi kernel The climate model was aimed at

evaluating communication protocols as a function of the characteristics of

individual parallel systems The performance debugging studies carried out

on the turbulent �ow problem have outlined the portions of the code where

tuning actions have to be focused
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� Introduction

Parallel systems consist of many hardware and software components inter�

acting together towards the execution of a workload A workload� in turn� is

constituted by one or more applications �or programs� typically subdivided

into a set of tasks which are described by their precedence relationships�

synchronization constraints and communication patterns The performance

that can be achieved on parallel systems is related to the match between

program and system characteristics The workload has to be analyzed in

details with the aim of investigating and understanding its functional and

dynamic behaviors such that bottlenecks and sources of poor performance

can be easily identi�ed

Experimental approaches� based on the analysis of measurements collected

on real systems� are well suited� although di�cult� for these studies No

assumptions or abstractions about the characteristics of the system itself

and of the workload are to be made� as in the case of analytical modelling

and simulation However� extensive monitoring� pro�ling and measurement

activities are to be undertaken

Many software tools for monitoring parallel programs running in shared

memory as well as distributed memory systems have been developed �see

eg� �KS���� �AL���� �LS���� �Worl���� The Vienna Fortran Compilation

System �VFCS� �ZC��� and the Chameleon message
passing communica�

tion library �GS��� are also equipped with their own internal monitors All

these tools employ manual or automatic instrumentations of the source codes

in order to trap the events of interest Then� while the workload is executed

on a real system� monitoring and pro�ling take place and the information

related to such events is gathered and collected into trace �les

A manual instrumentation of the source codes is required by PICL �Worl����
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a library of routines for message
passing systems which is able to cap�

ture interprocessor communications as well as user
de�ned events PAR�

MON �LS��� monitors distributed memory systems and includes the facilities

for the automatic instrumentation of the programs and for the visualization

of their performance

Post
processing of the trace �les produced by monitors is provided by many

tools �see eg� �Casa���� which support various types of statistical techniques

and visualization�animation facilities These analyses aid in gaining prelim�

inary insights into workload performance Ad hoc routines� which extract

information on speci�c aspects of the workload or of the system itself� are

typically used The lack of integration of such routines limits the scope and

the usefulness of these analyses which have to be performed manually� hence

representing a very complex job especially for application developers More

systematic approaches are required

MEDEA �MEasurements Description� Evaluation and Analysis� is a soft�

ware tool which tries to overcome these drawbacks by addressing the issues

related to performance analyses of parallel workload The tool has been

designed with the objective of constructing workload models starting from

measurements collected on real systems MEDEA is seen as the natural

extension of the monitors in that its typical use is in strict conjunction with

them

A complete methodology� which integrates a wide range of statistical� nu�

merical and visualization techniques for the analysis of the collected data� is

provided The models obtained with our tool are compact representations

of the behavior and of the most relevant characteristics of parallel workload

These models can be used in a variety of performance evaluation studies�

eg� program tuning and performance debugging� testing alternative hard�

ware or software con�gurations of parallel systems
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The paper is organized as follows Section � describes the basic structure

of the tool and the interactions between the various modules it consists of

The analysis techniques employed by each of these modules are brie�y pre�

sented Section � illustrates application examples based on a kernel and on

two real life programs �ie� climate modelling and turbulent �ow� Finally�

conclusions and future developments are outlined in Section �

� Structure and Functionalities of the Tool

MEDEA provides a systematic approach for the analysis of parallel work�

load starting from measurements collected on real systems It combines�

in a user
friendly environment with a graphical interface based on Mo�

tif �OSF���� the state of the art of the analysis techniques for workload

characterization �CS���� �CM��� In what follows� these techniques and the

basic concepts of workload characterization are brie�y described with the

aim of pointing out their role and their possible usage within MEDEA

More details about the mathematical foundations can be found in �Hart���

and �FSZ���

Depending on the objective of the study� the workload can be analyzed at

various levels of details� eg� full applications� tasks� routines� loops� arbi�

trary code segments The selected level identi�es the workload basic com�

ponent� and drives the corresponding monitoring activity For example� an

analysis at the task level requires measurements of all the tasks executed

within a given application The instrumentation of the code with the inser�

tion of �probes� related to the events of interest and the monitoring of the

workload execution with the collection of such events into trace �les have to

take place

Once the trace �les have been produced� MEDEA automatically pre
processes

them Indeed� as already pointed out� our tool has been designed as the nat�
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ural extension of the monitoring tools The interactions of MEDEA with

monitors and a few of its outcomes are shown in Figure 	

Traces obtained in various environments� such as Chameleon� PARMON�

PICL� VFCS� are currently supported However� because of the modular

structure of MEDEA� routines to process traces produced by other mon�

itors can be easily accommodated within our tool Furthermore� all the

facilities for de�ning and saving ad hoc formats� ie� record structures� to be

used for measurements collected either in parallel� distributed or centralized

systems� are provided

The performance metrics and the workload parameters� selected according

to the objective of the study or to some sort of knowledge of the behavior of

the workload� are derived and analyzed by means of various types of tech�

niques applied in isolation or in combination with each other Visualization

reveals particularly useful because it provides compact and easy
to
interpret

representations of massive parallel workloads Then� the use of statistical

and numerical techniques is required for more detailed studies and for the

construction of workload models

For example� when the events of interest refer to the communication activi�

ties among the tasks of an application� the content of a trace �le consists of

the time stamps related to the beginning and the end of each communication

statement� eg� �send�receive�� together with the size and the identi�ers of

the source�destination of the exchanged messages The communication pro�

�le� the tra�c �ow matrix� the communication time and the message length

are a few of the metrics and parameters derived by the pre
processing of

the trace �le

The visualization of common performance metrics� such as pro�les �see

Fig ��� speedup �see Fig ��� and execution signatures� that is� the global

execution time of an application as a function of the number of allocated
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Figure 	� Interactions of MEDEA with monitoring tools

processors� is also part of the tool Note that for the visualization of a few of

these metrics �eg� speedup�� MEDEA manages multiple trace �les obtained

varying the number of processors

When a workload basic component is executed more than once within a sin�

gle run or on di�erent runs� the set of these observations has to be analyzed

For example� at the task level� the executions of the various tasks spawned

by an application are considered At the application level� the workload con�

sists of multiple independent runs of the application itself In such a case�

the non
determinism inherent in parallel systems is also taken into account

Summaries of statistical indices� such as mean� variance� coe�cient of vari�

ation� percentiles� concerning the parameters selected for the analysis are

computed in order to give preliminary insights on the workload composi�

tion Such values are presented in tabular form Charts with the density

and cumulative distributions of the parameters are also produced for a more

intuitive comprehension of the analyzed data �see Fig �� Various levels of
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zooming over the distributions are also possible to highlight speci�c portions

of the diagrams

The workload characterization process then requires various phases easily

followed because of the modular structure� of the graphical interface and

of the on
line help facility provided within MEDEA Di�erent paths are

selected depending on the types of parameters considered and on the objec�

tives of the study A possible sequence is shown in Figure �

workload parameters

statistical summaries

clustering

tables & charts

workload model

functional description

visualization

trace file

Figure �� Possible phases followed in a workload characterization process

A clustering
based approach is adopted when the workload components

�eg� tasks� loops� need to be classi�ed This multi
dimensional technique

groups together �objects� according to some prede�ned criterion The k�

means clustering algorithm �Hart��� adopted within MEDEA partitions the

workload components� considered as points in n
dimensional space� accord�

ing to the Euclidean distance� n denotes the number of parameters selected
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for the description of each component The algorithm minimizes the dis�

tances among components belonging to the same group �cluster� and maxi�

mizes the distances among components belonging to di�erent groups Hence�

the application of clustering yields data partitions such that components

with similar characteristics belong to the same group

For example� the subdivision of the tasks of an application with respect

to communication parameters helps in discovering the existence of bottle�

necks and �irregular� communication patterns �Synthetic� and �arti�cial�

benchmarks bene�t of the clustering results for the construction of their

workload components

As part of the clustering module� MEDEA computes the correlation matrix

which helps in selecting the most appropriate parameters for the analysis

Indeed� the complexity of these algorithms is related to the number of work�

load components considered and of parameters used for their description

A coe�cient of correlation between two parameters close to 	 suggests to

discard one of them since they exhibit similar behavior

The output of the cluster analysis is presented by the visualization module

of MEDEA Summaries of the basic statistics of the centroids� that is� the

geometric centers of the clusters� are provided in tabular forms �see Fig ��

Moreover� pie charts showing the distribution of the number of components

among the groups are displayed

The results of the clustering can also be analyzed from a functional view�

point� namely� according to the operations or functions performed by each

workload component In such a case� the identi�er of the components �eg�

send� receive� name of the routine� represents their characterizing parameter

The functional description helps in discovering how the various components

are subdivided between the groups� that is� which component belongs to

which group The composition of the clusters� expressed either in terms of
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the type� ie� name� and of the relative weight of the components� is pre�

sented by means of multiple pie charts �see Fig ��

For example� in a cluster characterized by a very large communication time�

it is important to precisely identify the tasks exhibiting such a behavior

where tuning actions have to be focused Moreover� the functional descrip�

tion drives the choice of the components for benchmark experiments based

on real workloads A few representatives are easily selected from each group

according to their type

When dynamic aspects of the workload have to be considered� approxima�

tion techniques based on numerical �tting are adopted The behavior of the

measured data is captured and reproduced by means of analytic functions

which provide compact descriptions of the analyzed phenomena Various

types of functions �eg� polynomial� exponential� trigonometric� Gaussian�

are provided as default by the �tting module of MEDEA Arbitrary com�

positions of such functions are also allowed The measured data together

with the �tted function �see Fig �� are plotted by the visualization module

The analytic expression of this function as well as a few statistics� such as

covariance matrix� residuals� are also given As an example� the measured

data can represent a computation pro�le� that is� the number of processors

simultaneously computing as a function of the execution time of the appli�

cation In such a case� the analytic functions produced by the �tting module

can be used for studies aimed at predicting the performance of applications

under development Testing alternative processor allocation strategies can

also bene�t of these models

� Application Examples

As applications of our tool� we present a few examples where MEDEA has

been employed in studies dealing with analyses of data distributions� evalua�

		



tion of di�erent communication policies� and performance debugging A Ja�

cobi kernel �see Sect �	� and two real life programs� namely� a climate model

�see Sect ��� and a turbulent �ow problem �see Sect ���� have been con�

sidered These programs� which employ di�erent programming paradigms

�ie� data and functional parallelisms�� have been tested on various paral�

lel systems with di�erent support environments Note that although these

experimental examples focus on analyses of applications executed on dis�

tributed memory systems� MEDEA can also process measurements collected

on shared memory and virtual shared memory systems

��� Jacobi kernel

As a �rst example� a kernel using the Jacobi relaxation method has been

analyzed for addressing the problem of automatic data distribution� a hot

topic in the development of parallelizing compilers for distributed
memory

systems The aim of this study was to evaluate the impact on program per�

formance of di�erent data distribution strategies

The kernel� written in Vienna Fortran� has been analyzed for arrays of size

�	���	� physically distributed across the allocated processors according to

two di�erent policies� a �D block and a column distribution� respectively

The parallelization and monitoring activities were performed using the fa�

cilities provided within the VFCS During a run of this kernel on 	� proces�

sors of an Intel iPSC����� the activities of each individual processor have

been monitored Eight parameters� namely� the execution� communication�

transmit� receive� and computation times and the total volume of exchanged�

transmitted� and received data� have been considered

Statistical summaries and distributions of these parameters provide a �rst

insight into the performance of the kernel By looking only at the global

execution times obtained with the two policies� we have observed that the
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�D block distribution exhibits a better performance than the column coun�

terpart Their execution times are equal to 	��� �s and to ���� �s� respec�

tively

In order to re�ne this result and to assess whether the computation and

communication activities are balanced across processors� clustering has been

applied The identi�cation of highly correlated parameters has provided a

subset of the previous parameters� namely� the communication and compu�

tation times� and the volume of exchanged data to be used in the following

analyses Figure � shows the values of the centroids of the groups obtained

for the column distribution strategy

Figure �� Centroids of the clusters obtained for the column distribution
strategy Times are expressed in �s and exchanged data in bytes

More details about the composition of these clusters in terms of the behav�

ior of each processor have been obtained by applying the functional descrip�

tion The analysis has shown that the �rst and last processors of the logical

one
dimensional array considered belong to Cluster 	 �see Fig �� Their ac�

tivities are characterized by a small volume of exchanged data and by long

communication times This is due to the synchronization delays �included in

the communication times� of the data parallel programming model adopted

All the remaining processors exhibit similar behavior between each other
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The same type of analysis performed on the �D block distribution strategy

shows that� although the processors are characterized by a di�erent amount

of data to exchange� the performance achieved by each of them is very sim�

ilar In this case� the arrays are distributed on a ��� mesh of processors

Since� the angular� border� and central processors have to exchange di�erent

volumes of data� three groups could have been expected by the clustering

However� such an intuitive result has not been con�rmed The overhead

in the communication times due to network contentions and to the routing

algorithm of the system alters the intrinsic behavior of the processors An�

gular as well as border processors are characterized by a loss of performance

Then� we can conclude that� for the analyzed problem� the �D block dis�

tribution strategy globally achieves better performance than the column

distribution counterpart

��� Climate Modelling

The case study� described in this section is aimed at the evaluation of a

few communication protocols and to assess whether� on di�erent parallel

systems� attempts to overlap communications with computations are costly

e�ective Indeed� parallel programs are very sensitive to changes in the

inter
processors communication policies

A parallel message
passing code that solves the nonlinear shallow water

equations on a sphere using the spectral transform method has been used as

a test application Two versions of this code� both exploiting a functional

parallelism� are considered The ringpipe version �algorithm� allows compu�

tations and communications to be logically overlapped The ringsum version

isolates the computations from the communications� and is characterized by

a sharp logical synchronization between processors On each target system�

�A complete description can be found in �MW����
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namely� the Intel iPSC����� Touchstone DELTA and Paragon� the code�

instrumented by means of PICL� was executed on a logical one
dimensional

array of 	� processors Multiple runs of both algorithms� considered as

workload components� have been performed with di�erent communication

protocols and number of communication bu�ers Each run has been de�

scribed by �ve parameters� ie� execution� computation� communication�

transmit� and receive times

From the automatic processing of PICL traces� MEDEA provides the basic

statistics and the distributions of these parameters Parallel metrics� such

as pro�les� have also been evaluated and used to obtain a �rst insight on the

behavior of the workload components Figure � shows two phases� extracted

from the communication pro�les obtained on the Paragon� for a ringpipe and

a ringsum algorithm� respectively The number of simultaneously receiving

processors is plotted as a function of the execution time

Figure �� Zooming of one phase of the communication pro�les for a ring�
pipe �a� and a ringsum �b� algorithm executed on sixteen processors of the
Paragon

As can be seen� although both algorithms use the same communication pro�
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tocol� the resulting performance is very di�erent Two subphases are easily

identi�ed in the ringpipe case �see Fig � �a��� each starting with a peak in

the number of receiving processors Then� computation intervals are recog�

nized between communication patterns involving only few processors On

the other hand� the ringsum algorithm exhibits a lower level of overlap be�

tween communication and computation activities and a larger number of

simultaneously receiving processors �see Fig � �b��

The runs� obtained on each parallel system� have then been analyzed sep�

arately using clustering as a �rst step towards their functional description

For example� four groups have been obtained for the Paragon Looking

at the centroids of these groups� we have noticed that all the components

with the shortest communication time ��	�� s� and the longest computa�

tion time ��	�� s� belong to one cluster Functional description has shown

that this group contains all the ringpipe algorithms which use the nonblock�

ing receive protocol and extra communication bu�ers It also includes the

ringpipe implementation based on the nonblocking send 
 nonblocking re�

ceive with forcetype� paradigm and no extra communication bu�ers As a

consequence� we can state that� on the Paragon� the forcetype protocol does

not alter the fundamental behavior of the ringpipe algorithm with extra

communication bu�ers Moreover� extra bu�ers are not useful for this algo�

rithm when forcetypes are adopted in conjunction with nonblocking sends

and receives

��� Turbulent Flow Problem

As a third application example of MEDEA� a real life program which solves

the turbulent �ow problem of stellar interior plasma� has been considered

�The forcetype protocol assumes that a receive has been posted before a send request
is made� thus allowing the elimination of some handshaking overhead�

�More details on this case study can be found in �CMMT����
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The objective of this study was a detailed analysis of the code aimed at tun�

ing and performance debugging Even small savings in its execution time

are important especially in the case of �Grand Challenge� three
dimensional

problems

The analyzed program uses domain decomposition techniques for the so�

lution of hydrodynamic and of temperature dependent thermal conduc�

tion equations The code� instrumented by means of the Chameleon li�

brary� has been tested on two parallel systems� namely� an Intel Paragon

and an IBM Sp	 Automatic pre
processing of the trace �les collected by

Chameleon and stored according to the ALOG format is performed within

MEDEA

In order to have a preliminary idea of the program performance� speedup

curves have been derived In Figure �� the speedup obtained on the IBM Sp	

for a problem size of �	����� is shown The curve exhibits a �knee�� cor�

Figure �� Speedup curve obtainted on the IBM Sp	

responding to an execution with 	� processors This is due to a larger
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increase of the communication time with respect to its computation coun�

terpart Note that such phenomenon could not have been explained from

a direct analysis of the source code On the Paragon� due to its architec�

tural characteristics� this behavior and the corresponding knee have been

observed for a lower number of processors� namely� eight

These preliminary results suggest more accurate analyses Because of the

data parallel programming paradigm adopted� the amount of computation

of each allocated processor does not change signi�cantly Hence� the focus

has been shifted to the communication activities

The distributions of the length of the messages exchanged by each processor

have been computed Figure � shows an example of such a distribution for

a problem size of �	����� solved on eight processors of the Paragon

Figure �� Message length distribution The dashed line represents the ��th
percentile

As can be seen� the distribution is highly skewed Indeed� the dashed line

corresponding to the ��th percentile �ie� the median� shows that ��� of

the messages are shorter than ��� bytes Moreover� four or �ve groups can
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be visually identi�ed To assess the validity of this intuitive result� based

on a one
parameter characterization� the analysis has been re�ned by ap�

plying clustering to the times spent by each of the eight processors in the

communication events issued during the execution of the application From

the 	���� �
tuple of communication times� the clustering has produced two

groups� even though we would have expected to �nd at least four Cluster 	

is a �blob� containing almost all the events ������ characterized by a mean

communication time of about 	 ms with respect to the tenths of a second

of cluster � Cluster �� in turn� consists of the remaining ��� workload

components� namely� ��� which account for about the ���� of the program

communication time

The communication events collected by the Chameleon library have also

been analyzed according to their type �eg� SYNC� NSEND� NRECV� in

order to �nd out the composition of each cluster from a functional viewpoint

Figure � shows the weights of the communication events either with respect

to the communication time �t comm� they account for� and to their number

of occurrences �� calls� We have observed that the second cluster �����

is mainly composed of the events related to the dumping of the program

results which involve physical I�Os and require global operations taken over

all the processors� such as broadcast communications or synchronizations

for the computation of a global minimum �GMIN�

Communication activities have also been studied by looking at their pro�

�les A compact and more manageable model has been obtained by ap�

plying �tting techniques to the ���� communication events of one of the

phases visually identi�able in the communication pro�le and corresponding

to one solution step of the program The collected measures have been ini�

tially smoothed in order to reduce their statistical �uctuations The analytic

model provided by the �tting is a combination of exponential and trigono�
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Figure �� Compositions of the two obtained clusters ���� and ���� in terms
of percentages of communication times �upper pies� and of number of calls
�lower pies� of each type of communication event

��



metric functions Figure � displays the smoothed pro�le �thin line� and

the �tting model �thick line� Such a result can be used� for example� for

predicting the communication patterns of this application in the following

phases

Figure �� Fitting of one phase of a communication pro�le

As a conclusion� these performance analysis and debugging studies have

pointed out that the major responsible of the �knee� identi�ed in Figure � is

the loss of synchronization between processors� which produces large delays

Some processors have to perform extra computations aimed at coordinat�

ing the activities of a few others Hence� the �ow of messages is unevenly

distributed among processors Since the program adopts the data parallel

paradigm� during the synchronization events� each processor has to wait for

the slowest one and a degradation of the overall performance is experimented

by the program As a result� the portions of the code to be optimized in

order to avoid such phenomena have been identi�ed
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� Conclusions

Accurate and detailed analyses of parallel workload are based on experi�

mental approaches The most relevant information able to capture and to

explain its performance has to be selected among the large amount of mea�

surements collected at run
time Hence� it becomes necessary to have tools

which help for the purpose

MEDEA provides in a user
friendly environment the basic techniques for

workload characterization such that a systematic approach can be applied

to the raw data produced by monitoring tools The models obtained with

MEDEA are an important support for studies dealing with benchmarking

and testing alternative hardware and software system con�gurations Per�

formance analysis� debugging and tuning can also largely bene�t of these

models Indeed� even small savings in the execution times of parallel pro�

grams are very signi�cant� although a few runs� aimed at collecting mea�

surements� may be required to meet such performance goals

Future work will be dedicated to a tighter integration of MEDEA with par�

allel compilation systems Compilers have to choose the �best� strategy

for parallelizing the code in order to balance the work distributions among

the processors Automatic analyses of the performance of a few application

runs could be used as a basis for the development of self
learning systems

embedded within these environments
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